“We, the ASLC Senate, representing the interest of the Associated Students of Linfield College, believe the current policy of ‘visiting hours’ or ‘no overnight guests’ should be adjusted. We would like to explore alternative solutions to the problems overnight guests may cause”.

To start, we have a few suggestions:
1. Instead of imposing strict time limits upon the students, add “visiting hours” to the Roommate Agreement. This would allow for an agreeable set of rules and would be revisited by the students at the beginning of each semester to make possible adjustments.

2. Change the “overnight guests” rule from the current policy rule of same-sex guests allowed for 3 nights to allowing all guests for a maximum of 3 nights.

This reflects the opinion of consensus amongst the ASLC senate and our constituents through a unanimous senate final vote. Thank you for considering our views and suggestions.
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